
 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
CASE NO. 2:15-CV-14046-ROSENBERG/LYNCH 

 
RICHARD H. BYRD,  
 

Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
BANK MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS, LLC, 
U.S. BANK, N.A., GOVERNMENT NATIONAL 
MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION, & MORTGAGE 
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, 
INC.,  
 

Defendants. 
                                                                                      / 
 

ORDER ADOPTING MAGISTRATE’S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

 This matter is before the Court upon Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss [DE 21] which was 

referred to the Honorable Frank J. Lynch for a Report and Recommendation.  [DE 22].  On June 

9, 2015, Judge Lynch issued a Report and Recommendation recommending that the Motion be 

granted.  [DE 39].  Plaintiff filed objections to the Report.  [DE 40].  The Court has conducted a 

de novo review of Magistrate Judge Lynch’s Report and Recommendation, the objections, and 

the record and is otherwise fully advised in the premises. 

Upon review, the Court finds Judge Lynch’s recommendations to be well reasoned and 

correct.  The Court agrees with the analysis in Judge Lynch’s Report and Recommendation and 

concludes that the Motion should be granted. 

For the foregoing reasons, it is ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows: 

1. Magistrate Judge Lynch’s Report and Recommendation [DE 39] is hereby 
ADOPTED;  
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2. Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss [DE 21] is GRANTED; 
 

3. Plaintiff’s Complaint is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE WITHOUT 
LEAVE TO AMEND; 

 
4. All other pending motions are DENIED AS MOOT; and 

5. The Clerk of the Court is directed to CLOSE THIS CASE. 

 DONE and ORDERED in Chambers, Fort Pierce, Florida, this 19th day of June, 2015. 

     

 

 

_______________________________                              

       ROBIN L. ROSENBERG 
       UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
Copies furnished to Counsel of Record 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO. IS-I4O46-CIV-ROSENBERG/LYNCH

RICHARD H . BYRD ,

Plaintiff.

V .

BANK MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS, LLC,
U .S . BANK , N .A .,
GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION ,
AND MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.,

Defendant.
/

FILED l)y D,C.

JLIN - 9 2215
STEVEN M. LARIMORE
cl-gjtp s. Dls'c c'cs.o: F u5, - F7'. qlEac:

REPORT ANn RECOMMENDATION ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT (DE 2l)

THIS CAUSE comes before this Court upon the above Motion .

Having reviewed the Motion, Response, and Reply, this Court

recommends as follows:

BACKGROUND

In November 2010 the Plaintiff (along with his wife

who does not join him in this litigation) borrowed $299,917 from

Bank Mortgage Solutions, LLC to purchase a home . The loan was in

the form of a promissory note . To secure that debt the Plaintiff

issued a mortgage in favor of Bank Mortgage Solutions, The

Plaintiff asserts ownership of the property by way of a

Quitclaim Deed title. The property is located in Martin County,

Florida.
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Thereafter the promissory note debt was Msplit'' from

the mortgage security interest. Bank Mortgage Solutions, LLC---

the loan originator---securitized the note through the

Government National Mortgage Association CNGinnie Mae'').

effect Bank Mortgage Solutions, LLC sold the note on the

secondary market. Bank Mortgage Solutions, LLC, then transferred

the mortgage, using Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,

Inc., (hMERS''), as nominee, to Bank. U.S. Bank thereby

became the note's servicer. Although the property lies in Martin

County, that assignment was recorded in Marion County . The

Defendants characterize this event as an obvious, clear mistake .

This Court assumes that through this process of

securitization and assignment, Bank Mortgage Solutions, LLC,

lost a1l rights and obligations under the note and mortgage.

Thus is unclear why the Plaintiff names Bank Mortgage

Solutions, LLC, as a Defendant since it appears to play no role

in the Plaintiff's theory for relief. Nor has Bank Mortgage

Solutions, LLC, appeared in this litigation. The Plaintiff has

yet to serve and the record suggests that it is a dissolved

corporation. Therefore this Court focuses on the other

Defendants who have appeared in this litigation and who now move

to dismiss.

At issue in this case is whether the acts of

securitization, transfer, and assignment have rendered the

Page 2 of 11
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Plaintiff's note and mortgage void . The Plaintiff argues that it

does. Presumably U .S. Bank is the primary Defendant because it

is the party who holds the disputed right to enforce the note

and mortgage. The role of the other two Defendants---Ginnie Mae

and National Mortgage Association---appears limited to that of

intermediaries. Regardless all three Defendants move jointly to

dismiss the Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint.

In addition to the above summary of the nature of the

Plaintiff's theory for relief, this Court summarizes the

litigation's procedural history. The Plaintiff previously

brought suit against Bank Mortgage Solutions, LLC, U .S. Bank,

NA , and Ginnie Mae . The Plaintiff sued them in Florida state

court, and the Defendants removed that lawsuit to this Court.

See Byrd v . Bank Mortgage Solutions, et al., l4-14069-CIV-

MARTINEZ/LYNCH. By way of a Report and Recommendation rendered

on May in that prior case, this Court

addressed the Plaintiff's claims for relief. They and the

underlying theory in support of them continue in this case .

Consequently that prior Report and Recommendation applies with

equal force to this case, and this Court hereby incorporates it

by reference.

In that prior Report and Recommendation this Court

2014 and found at DE

found the Plaintiff's claims for relief unavailing . This Court

saw no basis to support his theory that the act of splitting the
Page 3 of 11
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note from the mortgage, and the subsequent securitization and

assignments, voided his obligations as borrower and mortgagor.

This Court found the governing 1aw to contradict his theory of

relief. This Court nevertheless saw need to give the Plaintiff

leave to amend in the event that he might be able to state a

better claim for relief. He did not amend his compliant,

however, at least in that case. Rather than filing an amended

complaint in that case, appears that he returned to state

court, filing it there. The Defendants again removed the state

court case back to this Court . In this case the Plaintiff

already has amended his complaint several times.

The pleading that is now operative and subject of the

instant Motion to Dismiss is the Plaintiff's Second Amended

Complaint (DE 13). Even though it is now brought under a new

case humber, this Court considers the Plaintiff's present claims

for relief with the prior Report and Recommendation in mind and

in light of his subsequent opportunities to further amend his

pleadings.

DISCUSSION

This Court begins by stating the standard for relief

under Rule l2(b)(6), Fed.R.CiV.P. The Defendants argue that the

Plaintiff fails to state a claim for relief and that

consequently his lawsuit should be dismissed . As this Court

explained in its previous Report and Recommendation: Rule
Page 4 of 11
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12(b)(6) tests the sufficiency of a complaint's allegations. To

survive Rule 12(b)(6) review, the complaint must contain

sufficient factual averments that, if accepted as true, would

state a plausible claim for relief. A complaint must do more

than rely on mere legal conclusions. See Christman v . Holmes,

448 Fed.Appx. 869, 87l (11th Cir. 2011). A complaint also may be

dismissed if it does not state a cognizable claim for relief.

See Burger King Corp. v. Austin, 805 F.supp. 1007 (S.D.FIR.

1992). As this Court explained in its previous Report and

Recommendation , the parties' dispute turns on the validity of

the Plaintiff's legal theories and claims for relief and whether

they are actionable.

9. The previous Report and Recommendation set forth the

governing law, and the governing law shows that generally

speaking, neither securitization, transfer, nor assignment voids

a borrower's obligations as promisor and mortgagor. In other

words the Plaintiff's obligations on his side of the financing

agreement remain the same-- even if there are different parties

on the creditor side. He owes the same debt. It is just that

someone other than the original lender and mortgagee is

collecting the debt and is enforcing the Plaintiff's obligations

as the borrower.

lO. Although this Court had found the governing 1aw

conclusive as to this point, this Court nonetheless saw reason
Page 5 of 11
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to give him an opportunity to amend his complaint. This Court

saw such need because the Plaintiff was entitled to at least one

opportunity to amend his pleadings in the event there were

specific facts that might call the borrower's obligations under

the note and mortgage into doubt. This Court cited the case of

Mattison v. Homecomings Finw LLC, 2012 WL 2589351 (M.D.FIa.

2012) as an example of a dispute over a borrower's obligations

on a promissory note and mortgage that is not precluded by the

case law .

In essence the present case gives the Plaintiff his

second opportunity to amend his complaint to challenge the

outstanding promissory note and mortgage for a reason beyond

just the fact of securitization, transfer, or assignment. He

fails to do so . The Plaintiff proffers no specific evidence or

new legal theory that shows a recognized, cognizable basis for

challenging his note and mortgage . Nor does this Court see any

change in the case law that would support the Plaintiff's theory

of relief.

Chain of Title Analysis prepared by

Mortgage Compliance Investigators and supported by an affidavit

of Joseph R. Esquivel, Jr., to his Second Amended Complaint. The

report is unavailing, however. The Defendants contend that it

asserts an nimproper legal conclusion/': nthat the mortgage is

unenforceable due to the securitization of the loan and lack of
Page 6 of 11
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recorded assignment in Martin County, Florida.'' The conclusion

that the report reaches does depart from the case law cited in

the prior Report and Recommendation, and thus it provides little

support to the Plaintiff's position . Moreover it is doubtful

that the report even counts as a reliable legal opinion in the

first place. The report begins with the disclaimer that nothing

in

presents his affidavit as a

ushall be construed as legal advice'', and Mr. Esquivel

uFactual Affidavit''. The report

essentially re-states the Plaintiff's theory that the mere fact

of securitization, transfer, and assignment frees him of any

obligation as promisor and mortgagor.

The Plaintiff states his underlying theory of relief

through different causes of action. He frames his theory of

relief in terms of breach of contract, slander of title, and

fraud, and he seeks declarations that the note and mortgàge have

been rendered void . However the Plaintiff's underlying theory

remains the same: that the process of securitization, transfer,

and assignment has rendered the note and mortgage void and

unenforceable. The Plaintiff simply casts this alleged defect in

terms of these different causes of action . Because the

Plaintiff's underlying theory runs counter to governing law, his

different causes of action fail. They do not state cognizable

claims for relief. See, e.g ., Grimm v . U.S. Bank, 2014 WL

6685347 (M.D.FIa. 2014). This Court sees no reason to address
Page 7 of 11
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each cause of action separately when,

fails for the same reason .

in the end analysis, each

14. The case 1aw cited in the prior Report and

Recommendation shows that an original lender and mortgagee may

use the marketplace to pass along its loan and accompanying

security . The law does not require an original lender and

mortgage to hold a loan for the full life of the loan . Even if

the Plaintiff's note and mortgage had been transferred in a way

that somehow caused them to become legally void, he still does

not explain how he would be exempt from having to repay the

$300,000 that he borrowed or from losing the collateral that he

pledged to secure that loan. In other words he does not explain

how he retains a1l the benefits of the financing transaction

even after it is declared void.

that the assignment

was recorded in the wrong county to support his theory of

relief. There is no dispute regarding that mistake, but the

Plaintiff does not show how that mistake gives rise to a claim

for either legal or

15. Nor does this Court find the fact

equitable relief. The Plaintiff does not

show how the mistake amounts to a violation of law . Nor does the

Plaintiff demonstrate damages therefrom . In a way it would seem

that the mistake went in his favor.

The Plaintiff pleads little by way of damages. The

Second Amended Complaint mostly alleges the loss of marketable

Page 8 of 11
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title. In his Response he adds that he was prevented f/om being

able to sell his property resulting in the loss of $100,000. The

flaw with his damages claims is that the Plaintiff does not show

how the security interest lien against the property is invalid .

The Plaintiff fails to show any bona fide dispute over the

property's ownership, and he fails to show any false claim of

interest in fraudulent mortgage lien .

At essence the Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint is

a request for a declaration that the note and mortgage have been

rendered legally void and thus no longer enforceable against him

or his property . On this basis alone the Plaintiff fails to show

such as an erroneous or

a viable theory for relief. This Court adds that the Plaintiff

does not assert his theory for relief in the context of

foreclosure; this Court therefore does not address the

Plaintiff's claims in the foreclosure context either. This Court

does not address, for example, what

to bring a foreclosure lawsuit.

needed to have standing

CONCLUSION

18. The simple fact that the promissory note that he

issued to buy a home and the mortgage he pledged to secure that

loan became subject of securitization, transfer, and assignment

on the secondary market, alone, does not support his claim for

relief. Because such secondary market activity is lawful, the

mere fact of its occurrence does not render his obligations as
Page 9 of 11
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borrower and mortgagor void and unenforceable . This was the

state of the case law that this Court discussed in its prior

Report and Recommendation. Now, with the Plaintiff's Second

Amended Complaint, the Plaintiff still fails to show any defect

in the handling of the note/mortgage that is cognizable and for

which he may seek relief. The Plaintiff offers no new theory of

relief and avers no new facts that would support the denial of

borrower or mortgagor responsibility.

ACCORDINGLY , this Court recommends to the District Court

that the Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's Second

Amended Complaint (DE 2l) be GRANTED with prejudice and without

leave to amend . This Court recommends that this case be

DISMISSED as to all Defendants with prejudice.

The parties shall have fourteen (14) days from the date of

this Report and Recommendation within which to file objections,

any, with the Honorable Robin L . Rosenberg, the United States

District Judge assigned to this case. Failure to file timely

objections shall bar the parties from a de novo determination by

the District Court of the issues covered in this Report and

Recommendation and bar the parties from attacking on appeal the

factual findings contained herein . Loconte v . Dugger, 847 F.2d

745, 749-50 (11th Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 958 (1988).

Page 10 of 11
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DONE AND SUBMITTED in Chambers at Fort Pierce, Florida,

//this Wf-qj'ay of June ,

F J YNCH , JR .
H ITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

cc: Hon . Robin L . Rosenberg
Colleen E. Miller, Esq .

Richard H . Byrd, pro se
1385 SW Seahawk Way
Palm City , FL 34990
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT F0R THE
SOUTHERN DISTM CT OF FLORIDA

Ft. Pierce Division

Case Number: I4-I4O69-CIV-M ARTINEZ-LYNCH

RICHARD H. BYRD, individually,

Plaintiff,

VS.

BANK MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS, LLC; U .S.
BANK, N.A. and GOVERNM ENT NATIONAL
MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION,

Defendants.
/

ORDER ADOPTING M AGISTRATE JUDGE LYNCH'S REPORTS AND
RECOM M ENDATIO NS

THE M ATTER was referred to the Honorable Frank J. Lynch, Jr., United States

M agistrate Judge, for a Report and Recommendation on Defendant U.S. Bank, N.A.'S M otion to

Dismiss (D.E. No. 3) and Defendant Government National Mortgage Association's Motion to

Dismiss (D.E. No. 18).Magistrate Judge Lynch tsled two Reports and Recommendations (D.E.

Nos. 16 & 20), recommending that the motions to dismiss be granted, but with ltave to file an

amended complaint. The Court has reviewed the entire file and record and has made a de novo

review of the issues that the objections to the Magistrate Judge's Reports and Recommendations

present. After careful consideration, the Court affirms and adopts the Reports and

Recommendations. Accordingly, it is hereby:

ADJUDGED that United States Magistrate Judge Lynch's Reports and

Recommendations (D.E. Nos. 16 & 20) are AFFIRMED and ADOPTED. Accordingly, it is:

ADJUDGED that
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1. Defendant U.S. Bnnk, N.A.'S Motion to Dismiss (D.E. No. 3) and Defendant

Government National Mortgage Association's Motion to Dismiss (D.E. No. 18) are GRANTED.

Plaintiff may have until September 26, 2014, to file an amended complaint.

2. The Clerk shall ADM INISTRATIVELY CLOSE this case. Plaintiff may file a

motion to reopen this case upon filing an mnended complaint. lf an nmended complaint is filed,

the above-captioned cause will be referred to United States M agistrate Judge Frank J. Lynch, Jr.

to take all necessary and proper action as required by 1aw with respect to any and all pretrial

matters, EXCEPTW G scheduling of pretrial deadlines and setting of the trial date.

his Vday of September, 2014.DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida, t -

/

JOS E. M ARTW E
UN ED STATES ISTRICT JUDGE

Copies provided to:
Magistrate Judge Lynch
All Counsel of Record
Richard H. Byrd

-2-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO. l4-l4069-CIV-MARTINEZ/LYNCH

RICHARD H . BYRD ,

Plaintiff,

BANK MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS, LLC, US BANK NA ,
AND GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASS'N ,

Defendants.
/

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION ON DEFENDANT US BANK'S MOTION TO
DISMISS (DE 3)

THIS CAUSE comes before this Court upon the above Motion .

Having reviewed the Motion to Dismiss, Response, and Reply, this

Court recommends as follows:

FILED by D.C.

AFF 1 ? 2016
STEVEN M LARIMORE
cuEqx u b, yjjiyj cjc,s
.o. or Fus. - . lE:

BACKGROUND

In November 2010 the Plaintiff borrowed $299,917 from

Bank Mortgage Solutions LLC to purchase a residential property .

He secured that loan with a promissory note and a mortgage . The

Plaintiff asserts ownership of the property by way of a

Quitclaim Deed title. Of note, it appears that b0th the

Plaintiff and his wife executed the underlying paperwork for the

property purchase and its financing. For instant purposes this

Court assumes that there is no legal impediment to the Plaintiff

Richard Byrd pursuing

and without his wife as

the instant quiet title lawsuit on his own

co-plaintiff.
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Nor does the Plaintiff directly dispute that he

executed the underlying promissory note and mortgage to finance

the purchase of the residential property. Additionally this

Court presumes, given the lack of averment to the contrary , that

the loan is not in default and that no foreclosure proceedings

have been brought. Indeed at DE 4 the Plaintiff seeks leave of

court to deposit his nalleged Home payments'' in the Court's

Registry pending final disposition of this lawsuit. This motion

implies that the Plaintiff remains current on the note.

With respect to his relationship to the note/mortgage

obligation, this Court refers to the Plaintiff as a uborrower''

since that is the simplest term of reference for his role. This

Court notes however that he also is the note promisor and the

mortgagor. Moreover, even though the promissory note and

mortgage may be legally distinct instruments, this Court refers

to them at times herein as a common note/mortgage obligation

since that is the simplest way to describe them in relation to

the Plaintiff.

Although the Plaintiff names it as a Defendant, the

original lender, Bank Mortgage Solutions LLC, no longer is

holder of the note. At ! 42 of his Quiet Title Complaint, the

Plaintiff alleges that uthe note and mortgage are claimed to be

owned by a least two separate entities, Ethe Defendants US Bank

and Ginnie Mae,) and the 'Pool' of investors.'' The Plaintiff
Page 2 of 11
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further alleges that none of these three Defendants---Bank

Mortgage Solutions LLC, US Bank, or the Government National

Mortgage Association (uGinnie Mae'o ---uown or possess the Note.''

Implied by the nature of the Plaintiff's arguments and claims

for relief, he contends that the act of the note's

securitization now prevents any of these three Defendants from

being able to enforce the note/mortgage obligation.

In the case style for his Quiet Title Complaint the

Plaintiff does not name the entity , Mortgage Electronic

Registration Systems ('AMERS''), as a defendant party. Nor do any

of the parties refer to MERS as a defendant party in the case

style of the subsequent pleadings. However this Court observes

that in the body of his Quiet Title Complaint, the Plaintiff

does refer to MERS as a Defendant. For instant purposes this

Court does not consider MERS to be an actual named Defendant, a

position which is consistent with the pleadings to-date. However

to the extent MERS is a party , its inclusion would not affect

the instant ruling . This Court notes that at least generally

speaking, MERS and its nominee function as a transfer

facilitator of mortgaged notes does not invalidate a borrower's

note/mortgage debt obligation. See,

2013 WL 3873956 (S.D.FIa. 2013).

e.g., Simon v . MERS, Incw

On January 2, 2014 the Plaintiff brought suit against

the above named Defendants. The nature of the Plaintiff's
Page 3 of 11
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lawsuit is a quiet title cause of action. Essentially the

Plaintiff alleges that the note and mortgage no longer are

enforceable, and he seeks to remove any liens or other claim

related to that debt obligation from the property's title . In

other words the Plaintiff asserts title to the property that is

superior to any claim by the Defendants, and he seeks to remove

any ''cloud'' on his title caused by the mortgage/note obligation.

To-date only the Defendant US Bank has appeared in

this case . That Defendant---a citizen of Ohio---removed the

Plaintiff's Quiet Title Complaint to this Court on the basis of

diversity jurisdiction. The Plaintiff objects (DE to the

removal, preferring to litigate his Quiet Title Complaint in

state court. For instant purposes this Court assumes that there

is no removal defect affecting subject matter jurisdiction. This

Court further assumes for present purposes that has subject

matter jurisdiction over the complaint.

8. The relief that the Plaintiff seeks through his Quiet

Title Complaint is essentially one for a declaration that the

note/mortgage obligation is void and unenforceable. Thus, in the

absence of an enforceable note/mortgage obligation, the

Plaintiff seeks a declaration that he owns the property free and

clear of any claim against it even

purchase loan .

if he has not repaid the

As for what makes note/mortgage void and

the Plaintiff cites a wide range of legal
Page 4 of 11
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defects, but essentially his theory is that US Bank and Ginnie

Mae never became holders in due course . Two main legal bars

preclude them from acquiring holder in due course status:

the language of the original note/mortgage contracts and (2) the

consequences of the note's transfer/securitization. As against

Bank Mortgage Solutions LLC, the Plaintiff argues essentially

that it lost its holder due course status due to the

consequences of the note's transfer/securitization.

9. Within the context of his quiet title claim for

relief, the Plaintiff claims misrepresentation, conspiracy to

defraud, breach of contract, and improper separation of note

from mortgage . That is, the Plaintiff seeks redress for the

allowance of unrecorded claims on the chain of title; redress

for the conversion of the note into a security; a declaration

that the note no longer secured by the mortgage; and a

declaration that none of the Defendants are owners of the note.

DISCUSSION

10. This Court begins by mentioning the scope of review

upon a motion to dismiss. Although such review generally is

includes documentslimited to the pleadings, that review

attached to the pleadings. See Simon, supra, at n.4 (citing

Maxcess, Inc. v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 433 F.3d 1337 (11th Cir.

2005)). This Court notes that the Plaintiff attaches

documentation to his complaint, and consequently that
Page 5 of 11
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documentation is part of the record on review here. In any

event, however, there is no present dispute directly related to

the underlying documentation . What is in dispute is the validity

of the Plaintiff's legal theories and claims for relief and

whether they are actionable .

Having established the scope of the record, this Court

turns next to the question of dismissal. The Defendant seeks

dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6), Fed.R.Civ.P., for the Plaintiff's

failure to state claims for relief. Review under Rule 12(b)(6)

is an assessment of the sufficiency of the complaint's

allegations. To survive Rule 12(b)(6) review, the complaint must

contain sufficient factual averments that, if accepted as true,

would state a plausible claim for relief. A complaint must do

more than rely on mere legal conclusions. See Christman v .

Holmes, 448 Fed.Appx. 869, (11th Cir. 2011). A complaint

also may be dismissed if it does not state a cognizable claim

for relief. See Burger King Corp . v. Austin , 805 F.supp. 1007

(S.D.FIa. 1992).

This Court addresses the Plaintiff's Quiet Title

Complaint first by noting some general rules from the case 1aw

that this type of lawsuit has generated. First, as this Court

notes above, MERS' role as a nominee for b0th the mortgagee and

the note holder---a role which it serves in order to facilitate

the mortgage-backed securities industry---generally does not
Page 6 of 11
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invalidate the borrower's obligations under Florida law . This at

least in part due to 5 673.3011(2), Fla. Statw which expands

the scope of who may exercise the rights of a note's holder.

Second, neither transfer/assignment nor securitization voids the

borrower's note/mortgage obligations. See Altier v. Federal

Nat'l Mortgage Ass'n, 2013 WL 6388521 (N.D.FIa. 2013). Indeed

the borrower does not even have standing to challenge the

validity of an assignment, transfer, or securitization of a

mortgage/note. See Rhodes v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, NA, 2012 WL

5411062 (S.D.FIa. 2012).

from the mortgage

does not void the borrower's obligation . See Altier, 2013 WL

6388521 at *4-5. Even if the Plaintiff could challenge his

obligations under the note and mortgage by virtue of their

separation, his averments fall well short of the unique

situation in the case of Mattison v . Homecomings Fin ., LLC, 2012

WL 2589351 (M.D.FIa. 2012). There, the borrower had genuine

doubt over who had legal right to enforce the note/mortgage

Third, the separation of the note

obligation and a genuine doubt over whom to pay . Fourth, a

borrower's demand for the creditor to validate the debt

obligation and the creditor's perceived failure to produce such

validating documentation does not by itself invalidate the debt.

See generally, Lane v. Guaranty Bank, 2013 WL 1296751 (M.D.FIa.

2013)
Page 7 of 11
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14 . The above general statements of the law undermine the

Plaintiff's Quiet Title Complaint, which, in the absence of any

specific averment of wrongdoing or contractual defect, is

premised essentially on the general fact of assignment and

securitization . The above cases show that the mere fact that the

original lender/mortgagee transferred or assigned its end of the

note/mortgage obligation to others on the secondary market or

otherwise converted it into a security does not, by itself, void

the borrower's obligation as promisor/mortgagor.

15. The various theories of wrongdoing that the Plaintiff

makes based on the assignment/securitization have been rejected

in the case law . See, e .g., Altier, supra, and Pounds v.

Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., 2012 WL 4194420 (S.D.FIa. 2012).

Given the weight and consistency of the adverse case law, this

Court sees no need to address each of the Plaintiff's theories

separately .

l6. The context of the instant lawsuit also should be

remembered . The Plaintiff is not defending against a claim that

he has not met his obligations as promisor/mortgagor. In other

words the Plaintiff is not defending himself against an attempt

by the Defendants to foreclose the mortgage. Rather he seeks in

effect a declaratory judgment that the Defendants no longer have

the legal right to enforce those obligations. However the quiet

title vehicle that he is using does not allow him this avenue of
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relief. Simply put, the note and mortgage do not create an

improper or unlawful ''cloud'' on his title. See Rhodes, supra.

See also , Kaan v . Wells Fargo Bank, NA, 2013 WL 5944074, *3

(S.D.FIa. 2013) (holding that a ''note and mortgage remain a

valid and enforceable lien against Plaintiff's property, and do

not, as a matter of law, constitute a cloud on Plaintiff's

property supporting a quiet title claim.'o . This is especially

the case here where the Plaintiff pleads no specific, genuine

legal defect with the note and mortgage.

This Court lastly addresses the Plaintiff's fraud

allegation. The Plaintiff alleges in a very general fashion---as

he does with his other theories of wrongdoing---that he was

fraudulently induced into entering the note/mortgage obligation.

The Plaintiff fails to state a claim for relief for fraud ,

especially given the heightened standard for pleading fraud of

Rule 9(b), Fed.R.CiV.P. The Plaintiff does not specify what that

fraudulent statement or omission was (beyond the purportedly

unexpected transfer, assignment, and or securitization of the

note/mortgage debt). The Plaintiff does not address the fact

that the note/mortgage obligation consists of written contracts.

To the extent the Plaintiff alleges breach of contract, he does

not specify what terms were not honored. By all accounts, he did

receive the money for the purchase of the property, and he cites
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to no contractual terms preventing the transfer, assignment, or

securitization of the note/mortgage.

CONCLUSION

18. Case law makes clear that the general fact of a note's

assignment or securitization does not invalidate a borrower's

obligation under that note and its securing mortgage. Nor does a

note and mortgage, even after assignment or securitization,

create a cloud on the borrower's title that warrants quiet title

relief. The instant Quiet Title Complaint therefore should be

dismissed. However because there is the potential that more

specific allegations might better state a claim for relief---

that is, that the Plaintiff might be able to plead some

specific, actual legal defect beyond the very general (and

unavailing) assertions upon which he relies now---he should be

given leave to amend. Cf. Silva v . Bieluch,

(11th Cir. 2003).

F.3d 1045, 1048

ACCORDINGLY, this Court recommends to the District Court

that the Motion to Dismiss be GRANTED but with leave to file an

amended complaint. Should the District Court adopt this Report

and Recommendation, this Court recommends that the Plaintiff be

given twenty-one (21) days after that Order to file an amended

complaint.

The parties shall have fourteen (14) days from the date of

this Report and Recommendation within which to file objections,
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any , with the Honorable Jose E. Martinez, the United States

District Judge assigned to this case. Failure to file timely

objections shall bar the parties from a de novo determination by

the District Court of the issues covered in this Report and

Recommendation and bar the parties from attacking on appeal the

factual findings contained herein . Loconte v . Dugger, 847 F.2d

74s 749-so (11th 1988) cert. denied, 488 U.S. 958 (1988)

chambers at Fort Pierce, Florida,

this / JZ ay of April, 2014.

J . NCH , JR .
ITED ATES MAGISTM TE JUDGE

k

DONE AND SUBM ITTED

cc: Hon . Jose E . Martinez
Colleen E. Miller, Esq.

Richard H . Byrd, pro se
1385 SW Seahawk Way
Palm City, FL 34990
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